A1 Redeye Delivery
MIMOSA ~ Hybrid
Mimosa is a rising star in the cannabis community, garnering praise for its outstanding fruit punch,
citrus rind aroma and pleasurable mid-level buzz. Mimosa is a cross of Clementine and Purple Punch,
and has been known to contain respectable percentages of the terpenes limonene and betacaryophyllene. Like the beverage, there is no bad time to enjoy Mimosa, but if you enjoy too much, the
trajectory of your day will need adjusting.

WHITE TAHOE COOKIES ~ ID Hybrid
White Tahoe Cookies is an indica-dominant blend of The White, Tahoe OG, and an unknown Girl
Scout Cookies cut, and exemplifies attributes of each in trichome coverage, effect, and aroma. Its
restful effects pile on with each hit, weighing the consumer to their seat while alleviating minor pain
and anxiety.

HEADBAND ~ Hybrid
Meet Headband, the lovechild of cannabis’ power couple, OG Kush and Sour Diesel. The smooth,
creamy smoke is accented by flavors of lemons and diesel while the long-lasting effects are great for
pain relief, helping you to relax, and to combat elevated stress levels. Many report that the effects
create a slight pressure around the crown of their head and feels as though they are wearing a
headband. The effects have been known to come on slow, so pace yourself with this potent hybrid.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

LEMON CAKE ~ Sativa
Lemon Cake by Heavyweight Seeds is a potent sativa-dominant strain with sweet and musky aromas.
Also known as Lemon Cheesecake, Lemon Cake is the cross of Lemon Skunk and a “dangerously
powerful Cheese,” according to HS. This strain emits a pungent citrus aroma with a musky Cheese
undertone. Heavyweight Seeds recommends consuming this strain to combat stress, loss of appetite,
and minor physical discomfort.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

SUPER BLUE DREAM ~ SD Hybrid
Super Silver Haze was crossed with Blue Dream to create this fun and potent hybrid. Taking after its
sativa heritage, this strain is energizing and great for daytime use. While Super Blue Dream is
powerful, it still allows you to focus and get things done. Like its Blue Dream parent, Super Blue
Dream features a sour blueberry aroma. Due to this strain’s head-heavy effects, it may not be a good
choice for consumers who suffer from headaches. For those who are afflicted with stress or anxiety,
however, Super Blue Dream may be a good strain to try.

1/8 = $55; ¼ = $100; ½ = $190; 1OZ = $275

BRUCE BANNER ~ SD Hybrid
Bruce Banner, best known as the alter-ego of comic book hero The Incredible Hulk, might not be such
a stressed out ball of anger if he just had some of his namesake strain. This green monster also has
hidden strength and features bright green nugs that pack the power of very high THC content. It’s a
powerful strain whose effects come on quickly and strong and then tend to settle into a euphoric and
creative buzz. The sativa effects of this strain are most evident and linger mostly in the head, but it
may also provide body relaxation that make it an appropriate daytime bud for some.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

A1 Redeye Delivery
GREEN CRACK ~ Sativa
Don’t let the name fool you: this is pure cannabis. Green Crack is the perfect daytime medication for
patients treating fatigue, stress, and depression. Because its name perpetuates a negative image of
cannabis, some people have taken to calling this strain Cush (with a ‘C’) or Green Cush instead.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

KING LOUIS XIII ~ Indica
King Louis XIII might be most famous for making wigs on men de rigeur for the French aristocracy,
but in Southern California the name will bring to mind a popular indica-dominant strain. This strain
announces itself as many people did in the 1600s: by its smell. The difference is this monarch’s odor is
one that’s meant to be enjoyed; its dense nugs have an overwhelmingly piney smell with an earthy
musk that will have you thinking of your last forest adventure. Louis XIII has a very spicy kush aroma.

1/8 = $50; ¼ = $90; ½ = $140; 1OZ = $225

STRAWBERRY KUSH ~ ID Hybrid
Strong and sweet, Strawberry Kush is one well-rounded lady. Featuring a musky imitation strawberry
taste, this strain lives up to its lineage. Typically found as a cross between the sweet Strawberry Cough
and the pungent OG Kush, Strawberry Kush is strong but not overpowering. A potent indica for
novice consumers, it’s a sleepy strain that produces a calming heavy body sensation.

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190

SUNSET SHERBERT ~ ID Hybrid
Heir to the GSC throne is Sunset Sherbert, an indica-leaning hybrid with intoxicatingly potent effects.
Sherbert inherits the genetic lineage of its GSC parent, whose ancestors include the famed OG Kush,
Cherry Pie, and Durban Poison. Crossed with an indica known as Pink Panties, Sherbert exhibits
powerful full-body effects elevated by a jolt of cerebral energy. Stress, tension, and sour moods melt
away with the carefree mindset and physical relaxation that comes with this rich hybrid.

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $75; ½ = $120; 1OZ = $190

GORILLA GLUE ~ ID Hybrid
Gorilla Glue is a potent hybrid strain that delivers heavy-handed euphoria and relaxation, leaving you
feeling “glued” to the couch. Its chunky, resin-covered buds fill the room with pungent earthy and
sour aromas inherited from its parent strains, Chem’s Sister, Sour Dubb, and Chocolate Diesel.

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150

HOUSE BLEND ~ Variety
A variety mix of flowers recently taken off the menu.

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; 1OZ = $150

